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The NED will be exploring a number of the issues that come out of this survey
later in the autumn and, in particular, after events it is hosting in London and
New York to present these results have taken place.
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Top of this list is how the fund director selection process could be made
more professional. This is something that The NED will be looking at in some
detail in coming issues. Pretty much all the investors and their advisors that
were surveyed would like to see more professionalism. Several interviewees
said that the way it is done at present is in need of fundamental reform.
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In particular, there is a desire to have a much greater degree of transparency
in the process of the selection of non-executive fund directors.
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In The NED's August issue we looked back at several of the topics we covered
over our first five years. This month we look forward and focus on three
subjects that we anticipate we will be providing a lot more coverage on in the
future than we have done to date.
We expect to be covering the growing and developing interest from investors
in fund governance a great deal more in future. And risk supervisory matters
for fund boards will doubtless feature more prominently in the years ahead. But
what might be the biggest change faced by at least offshore fund directors are
the consequences for the alternative fund industry’s structure of corporate tax
changes like BEPS.
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The NED Subscription Form
With your NED subscription:
n

12 issues of the publication.

n

Attendance at all NED events.

n

Receipt of NED research. The NED has developed a proprietary databank of information on
investor and manager views on board composition, practise and preferred director qualifications.

n

The NED Directory. Subscribers are welcome to be included in the NED Directory of fund directors
on nedglobal.com.

This form can be completed and saved in Acrobat Reader and then emailed to Tamara Sims
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Email:								Tel:
Date:

An annual subscription to The NED is £340

Payment options
Direct Transfer
HSBC Bank Plc
Oxford Summertown Branch

Account: IFI Global Ltd
Bank Account No: 41444530
Sort Code: 40-35-35
IBAN: GB58MIDL40353541444530
SWIFTBIC: MIDLGB2148J

By Cheque (£ Sterling only)
Make cheque payable to:
IFI Global Ltd.
10 Arthur Street
London EC4R 9AY

For additional information please contact Tamara Sims at sims@ifiglobal.com
IFI Global Ltd, 10 Arthur Street, London EC4R 9AY Tel: +44 (0) 207 220 9077
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